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AT&T OutdoorLine Installation Manual
Industrial CAT6 and CAT6A Keystone Jack
AT&T P/N 15A06FV008A & AT&T P/N 15A6AFV008A
Assembly instructions
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Step 1:
Strip off at least 1 inch of jacket
from end of cable.
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Step 3:
Place termination cap on jack and
press cap to make sure it is fully seated.
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Step 2:
Insert wires into IDC’s according to
the desired wiring configuration (T568B/T568A).
Terminate wires using punch down tool.
Make sure the tool is set to trim excess
wire as shown.

Step 4:
Adjust the cable to a suitable position
in the opening of the cap.
Additional steps below are for shielded components:

Tie wrap must
thread through the ring.

1/2"(12.7 mm) of wire!
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Step 5:
Adjust cable to a position parallel to
the axis of the jack so that the shield
cover can snap onto the jack properly.

foil tape
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Step 6:
Slide the shield cover down onto
the jack until it snaps onto the
jack shield.
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Step 7-1:
Thread the tie wrap through the ring on the shielded
fin as show and tie it firmly. Do not crush the cable!
Trim off excess.

shielded cover
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Step 7-2:
Bend the cable perpendicular
to the jack and secure the foil
tape over the opening in the
cover as shown.
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Assembly instructions (contd.)

Step 8:
Place the Industrial connector into the faceplate
from the back side of the plate.
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Step 9:
Use the large Nut to fix the connector
to the Stainless steel plate.

Nut

Step 10:
Follow the direction
of the nut and screw.

33.5mm

Suggested at least
torque 3 N·m to lock
tightly
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Step 11:
Mount the Cover/Seal
between the large nut
and the faceplate.
Nut

Nut
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Steel faceplate
Fixture

Steel faceplate

Screw
Screw
Suggested at least
torque 0.3 N·m to
lock tightly
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Step 12:
Secure the wall plate to the backbox
in its correct orientation with the supplied screws.
Insert and Industrial Patch cord into
the industrial connector to connect to a network.
(If not installing a plug, please place the seal
cover on the outlet to protect it.)

Seal Cover
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